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Presentation Notes
Good morning, Mayor Katchur and Counselors. It's such a pleasure to join you today to speak to a little of the work that is done by the North Saskatchewan Watershed Alliance.  My name is Mary Ellen Shain and I’m a senior Watershed Coordinator for the NSWA.   



Territorial 
Acknowledgement

The North Saskatchewan Watershed Alliance acknowledges that the traditional 
land on which our watershed resides is in Treaty 6 Territory, Treaty 8 Territory, 
and the Métis Homeland. We deeply respect and wish to honour the diverse 

Indigenous Peoples whose ancestors' footsteps have marked this territory since 
time immemorial, including the Nêhiyawak/Cree, Denesuliné/Dene, 

Anishinaabe/Saulteaux, Nakota Isga/Nakota Sioux, and the Niitsitapi/Blackfoot 
peoples. We further acknowledge this territory as the Métis homeland and the 

home of one of the largest communities of Inuit south of the 60th parallel.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I'd like to begin by acknowledging that the watershed of the North Saskatchewan River lies in the traditional territories of Treaty 6 and of Treaty 8. It is also the Métis homeland. The watershed is also home to one of the largest communities Inuit south of the 60th parallel.



OVERVIEW

1. About NSWA

2. Project Highlights

3. Benefits of Partnership

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Generally, every year or so, the NSWA seeks to reconnect with municipalities across the watershed.  Our goal with this presentation is to introduce you to the NSWA for those of you who may not know of us and reconnect with those of you who do. Our presentation also is intended to highlight just a few of the projects we are currently working on. In the interest of time, we’ll keep this short. And, finally, our goal is to very briefly touch on the value of the partnership between NSWA and the municipalities and other partners in our watershed. 



Collaboration – Planning – Conservation – Education

Working to improve the 
health of our watershed.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The North Saskatchewan Watershed Alliance is an organization who works to improve the health of our watershed.  We do this by bringing together the organizations across the watershed who have some piece of the puzzle that is water management: The provincial government, municipalities, industry, academia, non profit conservation groups. They all play a role  Together, our organization and the members who participate on it: Officially, our mission reads: to protect water quality, quantity and aquatic biodiversity by seeking and sharing knowledge facilitating partnerships and collaborative planning and working in an adaptive management process.



NSWA – The Organization
• Non-Profit, Charitable Organization

• Multi-sector Board of Directors

• Strongly supported by municipalities

• Designated Watershed Planning & Advisory 
Council (WPAC) – Water for Life Strategy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The NSWA is a nonprofit charitable organization with a multi sector board of directors. Our board spans municipalities, industries, nonprofits, academia, provincial government, and members at large. We are strongly supported by municipalities of all sizes from across the watershed. As you may recall, the provincial Water for Life strategy sets out three goals and three key directions for water management in the province. The three goals that we’re collectively trying to achieve are:Safe secure drinking water, Healthy aquatic ecosystems, and Reliable quality water supply for the economy.  



Watershed of the North 
Saskatchewan River

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The NSWA carries out this work with partners across a very large area. The North Saskatchewan river itself is over 1200 kilometers long. And the watershed is 57,000 square kilometres, The geography is so vastly different across the watershed. Beginning West:  Our head waters are in the Rocky Mountains and forested foothills. 		90% of the water in the river comes from this areaCentral:    The central portion of the watershed flattens and 		is the most populated portion of the watershed with heavy industrial and agricultural use. And as we move eastward, the watershed is generally drier, flatter, and has a primarily agricultural land use.We have 75 municipalities with populations ranging from under 100 two more than a million. This watershed is home to an incredible diversity of industry, business and agriculture. All this to say that a lot of different activity is happening across this watershed, all at once. And some of this has an impact on the river. 



KEY RESPONSIBILITIES

• Tools and Technology

1

• Watershed Assessment and Planning2

• Literacy, Education, Outreach3

4

• Collaborative ‘Sparkplug’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The NSWA has several key responsibilities as I mentioned earlier.  The first is being the collaborative spark plug, by which I mean we are often the organization that brings partners together to achieve projects improving watershed health.  We conduct watershed assessment projects to support local planning  We place a great deal of focus on education and outreach activities intended to elevate water literacy among staff, councils and residents  And finally, we work to build tools and technology that can support partners in their everyday work. Our project examples, which we will be going through shortly, will show how we bring these responsibilities to life.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide is simply intended to visually show the variety and breadth of projects that NSWA has on the go. We will be highlighting a few of these initiatives in the following slides.While many of these circles represent projects and activities, I wanted to explicitly point out the top circle labelled Subwatershed Alliances. There are three municipally-focussed committees: we have one for the Headwaters, sturgeon and vermilion subwatershedsThe subwatershed alliances are very important because they bring a more local perspective and involvement about issues and potential solutions



STATE OF THE 
WATERSHED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ll begin with the State of the Watershed Assessment.



STATE OF THE WATERSHED
• PURPOSE

• Assess aspects of watershed health as a baseline to determine if 
and what actions are needed to improve watershed health.

• APPROACH

• Freshwater Health Index (Conservation International) to score 
watershed vitality, services, and governance. 

• Scientifically supported
• Scalable
• Consistent and repeatable
• Stakeholder-driven

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The state of the watershed assessment is one of the responsibilities assigned to WPACS under Water for Life. This assessment is about objectively defining the current state of watershed health. Much like a school report card might.  The last State of the Watershed was completed by the NSWA in 2005, almost 20 years ago. And so, we’re happy to launch an update to our State of the Watershed assessment.This time we’re using a more standardized approach to reporting, by using a tool called the Freshwater Health Index, which has been used by a few watersheds around the world.  This new standard approach will help us lead to more consistency and comparability between reporting periods. This is also a scalable toold,  which means we can create scores for the entire North Saskatchewan watershed or scale it down to individual sub watersheds or even municipalities.  The last thing that’s neat about this, is there’s a large stakeholder involvement with this framework. 



ENGAGING 
WATERSHED RESIDENTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now for a little on our engagement activities.



ENGAGING RESIDENTS
• PURPOSE

• Raising the level of awareness, interest, and 
understanding of watershed stewardship and 
science.  

• APPROACH
• Community events
• Workshops and Webinars
• Newsletters
• Social Media

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The NSWA undertakes many different forms of outreach in the watershed, all aimed to raise the level of awareness interest and understanding of watershed stewardship and watershed science. Throughout the summer months, staff attend community events with municipalities across the watershed. We also hold workshops for specific projects, as well as webinars at least 6 times . We publish a newsletter each month that highlights the work of the NSWA, as well as interesting watershed related items from partners in the watershed.  And we carry many of those same messages on our various social media channels.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a few pictures from some of our events this year.



A WETLAND STRATEGY
FOR THE NORTH SASKATCHEWAN WATERSHED



WETLAND STRATEGY

• PURPOSE
• Set collaborative direction for the watershed to 

advance wetland management.

• APPROACH
• Define a regional vision for wetlands.
• Define objectives and targets among 

municipalities.
• Develop more consistency between programs.
• Build technical capacity and knowledge.

Strategy to Improve Wetland Management in the NSR Watershed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another project we have on the go is the development of a Strategy to Improve Wetland Management in the North Saskatchewan River Watershed. This work came about as a result of direction from our sub watershed alliances, to develop collaborative direction for wetland management that fit within and support the direction of the Alberta Wetland Policy.The strategy speaks to a regional or watershed vision for wetlands and identifies some potential ways we can collectively enhance wetland management. As with everything we do, the wetland strategy is advisory in nature. Each partner decides what they will do to advance their own wetland management.  This is simply a map we can all use to move forward together in an intermunicipal way 



REGIONAL 
LAKE STEWARDSHIP 
PROJECT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Moving to the Regional Lake Stewardship Project



REGIONAL LAKES 
STEWARDSHIP
• PURPOSE

• Coordinate stewardship actions across lakes. 

• APPROACH
• Take a regional approach to lake issues and 

concerns.
• Coordinated support for lake stewardship 

groups.
• Community of Practice for lake stewards.
• Restoration demonstration projects.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The regional lake stewardship project is one that is aimed at lakes and collaborative lake management. The genesis of this project was aimed at addressing a need to coordinate stewardship across lakes ,instead of lake by lake.  developing a community of practice lake stewardship focused educational materials that can be used by all the lake groups In the next year include one or two restoration demonstration sites that showcase how lakeshore revegetation can be done.



RIPARIAN HEALTH 
ACTION PLAN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Riparian Health Action Plan



RIPARIAN HEALTH ACTION PLAN

• PURPOSE
• Scalable assessment of riparian health on which to educate, plan, 

build policy, and restore priority areas.

• APPROACH
• Cost-effective assessment using satellite data. 
• Set targets for riparian heath and align land and water planning.
• Develop tools for municipal planning and decisions.
• Riparian Web Portal to universally share knowledge.

Partner 
Municipalities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Riparian Health Action Plan is one of the NSWA's longest standing initiatives. It began with the development of a cost-effective satellite-based assessment method, which has been used to map over 17,000 kilometers of riparian area to date. Through the action plan, a target of 65% for riparian health in the watershed was set.  And then built the Riparian Web Portal on which information and success stories our shared. In 2022, the Riparian Web Portal won an Emerald Award.



Policy Alignment
• Over 20 sets of municipal bylaws
• Definitions, consistency
• Suggest language for new bylaws

Setback Advisor
• High slope areas – potentially 

unstable
• Low slope areas – potential to 

inundate

RIPARIAN HEALTH ACTION PLAN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The work continues. Two key efforts are underway, both focused squarely on supporting municipalities in their planning and policy development.  The first is a review of municipal bylaws. The review includes the bylaws from 24 municipalities in the watershed and is assessing things like the definitions that are used and the consistency across bylaws.  From this baseline, a best management guide is being developed that will suggest by law language that could be used by municipalities. The second effort focuses on municipal planning and the need for information on riparian setbacks.  Our work so far is building upon provincial guidance in stepping back from the water and has been aimed at identifying high slope areas that are potentially unstable and low slope areas that are potentially likely to be inundated if the water comes up.



BENEFITS OF PARTNERSHIP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And finally, we’d like to touch briefly on some of the benefits that come from partnering with NSWA on work affecting the health of the aquatic environment. 



DRIVING COLLABORATION GRANT SUPPORT

EXPERTISE & PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT EDUCATION & AWARENESS

We facilitate inter-
municipal partnerships 
that address watershed 
issues

NSWA has coordinated 
over $3 million in grant 
funds for municipalities

NSWA staff have 
knowledge of municipal 
watershed issues

We provide resources to 
help residents and 
council understand 
watershed issues

BENEFITS OF PARTNERSHIP

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each year, the NSWA asks municipalities for a contribution to support our ongoing operations and projects in the watershed. For 17 years, we have asked for a contribution of $0.50/person and have kept our request steady. This year, we did a bit of a review and discovered that inflation has increased by over 48% in those same 17 years. So, this year we’ve adjusted our suggested contribution a little and increased to $0.60/person. We’d also like to take a moment to highlight some of the benefits of partnership with the NSWA.We facilitate collaborative partnerships by hosting committees that bring together neighbouring municipalities and focus on water-related issues and solutions. We provide grant support. We successfully access and manage grants to support regional water-related projects. We’ve held and managed million-dollar budgets from federal, provincial and private funders; we leverage municipal donations; and we also provide letters of support to municipal projects.We offer expertise and advice on projects hosted by municipalities themselves. We’ve produced dozens of technical reports to fill-in data gaps on the watershed. We often sit on municipally led advisory committees. We provide abundant free education and awareness materials that municipal staff, councillors and residents can access to improve their knowledge of water-related issues and solutions. We host free education forums at least 6-8 times per year.      



Stay Connected! north_sask_river

@NorthSaskRiver

NorthSaskRiver

www.nswa.ab.ca 

northsaskriver

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you again for having us here today to share with you the significant work of the NSWA. We’ve noted a few ways you can connect with us. Thank you for your support in working towards a resilient watershed!I would be happy to answer any questions if we have time. 

http://www.nswa.ab.ca/
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